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Credo: “Better in TOGETHERNESS”

I am convinced that AI must be at the

forefront of technology innovation, especially

non-biased sophisticated technologies that

make the world a better place tomorrow for

everyone on planet earth. This can only be

achieved in “togetherness” within ecosystems

and shared economies.”

“
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The future of AI is now

AI ADOPTION CONTINUES TO ACCELERATE

95%
Of enterprises report consider AI 

technology to be important for their 

digital transformation efforts

AI IS NOT THE FUTURE, IT IS NOW

80%
Of enterprises report that they 

are using some form of AI in 

production

AI-POWERED BUSINESS RESULTS

81% Of enterprises report positive ROI 

in less than two years

Source:

1. AI use, adoption gains momentum with enterprise amid 

pandemic – 451 survey

2. State of AI for Enterprises

3. Thriving in the era of pervasive AI
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https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/ai-use-adoption-gains-momentum-with-enterprise-amid-pandemic-8211-451-survey-62163095
https://assets.teradata.com/resourceCenter/downloads/ExecutiveBriefs/EB9867_State_of_Artificial_Intelligence_for_the_Enterprises.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/cognitive-technologies/state-of-ai-and-intelligent-automation-in-business-survey.html
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How customers adopt AI

Solve common business scenarios

Knowledge 
Mining

60%
Reduction in cost of 

compliance 

Conversational 
AI

30%
Of all e-commerce will be 

through voice by 2030 

Document Process 
Automation

46%
Cost savings with process 

automation in IT enterprises

Machine 
Translation

78%
Of language services utilize 

Machine Translation

Speech Transcription 
& Analytics

64%
Of online education experts 

use automated transcription

Build, deploy and manage custom ML models
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45%
End users prefer chatbots 

as the primary mode of 

communication for 

customer service 
1

1B
Service tickets will be raised 

automatically by chatbots and 

virtual agents – or their near-

future cousins by 2030 2
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Putting Responsible AI into action
Even though AI offers a lot of opportunities it brings along challenges as well…

Responsible or 

trustworthy AI is 

committed to the 

advancement of AI 

driven by ethical 

principles that put 

people first.”

"
Fairness

AI systems should treat 

all stakeholders equitably 

and should not reinforce 

undesirable stereotypes 

and biases.

Reliability

AI systems should be 

designed to perform 

safely even in the worst-

case scenario.

Transparency

AI systems and their 

output should be 

understandable to 

relevant stakeholders.

Privacy & Security

AI systems should 

protect data from 

misuse and ensure 

privacy rights.

Accountability

The people who design and 

deploy AI systems must be 

accountable for how their 

systems operate.

Inclusion

AI systems should 

empower everyone, 

regardless of ability, 

and engage people 

by providing channels 

for feedback.
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…Decades of action
It take a lot of work to start the journey. For us it took…
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Our history 2009-2019 Our commitments 2020-2050

2009

First carbon emission 

reduction goal

100% carbon neutral

Internal carbon fee instituted

2012 2016

Zero-waste campus 

certification

2017

AI for Earth launch

LEED Gold certification 

for new datacenters

2018

Supplier carbon engagement 

in China launched

Net zero potable water 

Silicon Valley campus groundbreaking

2019

Carbon fee 

raised to $15

Water replenishment 

goal set

2025
Operate with 100% 

renewable energy

2025
Protect more land 

than Microsoft uses

2030
Become 

carbon negative

2030
Become 

zero waste

2030
Become 

water positive

2050
Remove all historic 

emissions



A more resilient future is based on collaboration
We apply our best practices to help others achieve meaningful results…
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Carbon negative

by 2030

Water positive

by 2030

Zero waste 

by 2030

Protect ecosystems 

and build a Planetary 

Computer 



Sustainable Fishing (SDG No. 2, 12, 14, 17) 

IoT, Sensors and Edge devices for sustainable salmon fishing…
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Shifting into high gear with Bing Ads

The challenge

How can we measure, weight

the fish more accurately?

How can we check for sea lice

more safely, without visiting

the farm in stormy weather?

Biomass Underwater cameras capture images of 

the salmon in their submerged fish pens, 

floating kilometers offshore at sea. A layer of AI 

on top of the video footage makes it possible to 

measure and count salmon automatically.

The solutions

The results

To date, Norway Royal Salmon

already shows double digit

savings due to less on site

visits, improved safety, better

food distribution and better

planning for harvesting.

Our intelligent edge analyses fishes through video stream 24/7 that 

allow us to continuously improve the accuracy of the biomass.

The used convolutional deep learning framework allow us as well to 

analyse fish lice, wounds or other behaviours of the fishes.

Sea Lice detection 4k cameras allow NRS to 

detect Sea Lice in real time and forward the 

information to the government. In addition, 

the data collection helps NRS to detect under 

what conditions sea lice appear.

AI empowered Fish Farmers

“To continuously improve sustainability and increase the safety of 

our individuals, we worked with ABB and Microsoft to co-create 
innovative ways that empower us to achieve more on every level.”

- Arve Olav Lervag, COO Farming, NRS.

Norway Royal Salmon (NRS) is a

leading producer of sustainable

salmon, selling about 70,000 tons of

salmon every year. This equates to

one million salmon meals per day, all

year round.

In the harsh and sometimes

dangerous environments of the

most northern parts of Norway, NRS

sought to increase the safety of its

employees, reduce operational

costs and prioritize sustainability

of Nordic aquaculture.

#Sustainability

#AIforEarth



Ideation and 
Solution 

Prioritisation Solution
Map

Data & AI
Strategy Business Value

PropositionUnsuccessful
Pilot

Lessons 
learnt & 
Iteration

Maturity 
assessment 

and readiness

Design

Analyse & 
Plan

Piloting / 
PoC

Successful
Pilot

Transfer

Implementation, 
Integration, 
Operations

▪ Map ideas to existing solution components

▪ Identify required capabilities/maturity (data, resources etc.)

▪ Categorize requests between:

▪ One off – ad hoc

▪ Cross Functional, cross company integrated

▪ Ideas generation & collection

▪ High level requirements

▪ Prioritization

▪ Define business priority

▪ Service description and functionality

▪ Detailed cost and plan

▪ Business Value Prioritization

▪ Assess Maturity gap (confirmation)

▪ Specify relevant foundation capabilities, 
data sources, tools and processes

▪ Specify resources, delivery models and 
ecosystem

▪ Design solution, architecture and 
integration requirements

▪ Develop Pilot / PoC

▪ Test & Learning

▪ Detailed project plan

▪ Transition planning

▪ Collect and discuss learnings

▪ Decision on next iteration and 
re-prioritisation

▪ Support operationalization of 
solutions

▪ Support sales and client delivery 
as needed

Data & AI Strategy
Developing a Strategy must be an iterative approach

Develop a data & AI strategy 

leveraging a data-driven 

and iterative approach. 

Otherwise, your strategy will 

be far from your real-world

challenges and opportunities 

once you are done.”

"
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..and achieving the SDGs
Data intelligence accelerates sustainability progress
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Create efficiencies 

in your spaces and 

processes

Facilitate supply 

chain transparency

Support reuse and 

repurposing of 

materials and 

products

Shift to 

clean energy



Thank you!



AI as enabler

Let’s kick it off with a story from an industry showcasing the potential of AI – unleashing the power of new business models, beyond existing services…



AI in technology unfriendly environments



17

Problem 1: Predictive Maintenance
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Problem 2: Safety in the Workplace
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Problem 3: No internet connection in tunnels



Digital Realtime Twin 
Applied AI on construction sides



Container as a service
Services beyond the existing business model

5G 

GW

Percept

5G 

GW

▪ Extension of the core business towards an 

automated construction super vision 

(Digital Realtime Twin)

▪ Field network support (service provider)

▪ Remote IT support for construction site 

network

▪ IT Hub with Azure Stack (heated, 

cooled)"Garage" for peripheral devices 

(cameras, antennas, drones, cables etc.)

▪ Smart site container

Beyond current business model

Container as a Service

Privat

Kubernetes

Services
IoT Edge

Networking

5G SA Mobile Core

(Affirmed)
Percept

Edge Storage

Account

Azure 
Stack Edge

Custom 

Vision 

Model

5G

Radio

5G 

Baseband

5G 

GW




